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BUILDING ON SUCCESS: CRISP STRATEGIC PLAN 2017-2021
INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
The Capital Region Intersection Safety Partnership (CRISP) was formed in 2000 with the
intention of pooling resources to improve intersection safety. In 2005, CRISP created a
2005-2010 Strategic Business Plan. The plan was reviewed and renewed in 2008.
In May of 2010, CRISP members met to develop a strategic plan for the next five years,
and in June of 2011, CRISP members met again to discuss the future of CRISP and where
members saw the most value that CRISP could offer each organization. The strategic
plan was updated with a 2011-2016 focus.
In October 2016, CRISP members met to update the strategic plan with intentions to:





Affirm CRISP’s vision, mission and values, and adjust if needed.
Develop a five-year strategic framework for action.
Develop goals for CRISP to achieve between 2017-2021.
Develop action plans for each of CRISP’s strategic goals.

CRISP’S VISION, MISSION AND VALUES
CRISP’s original vision, mission and values continue with a revision to the vision to
include Vision Zero philosophy.
VISION
Alberta’s Capital Region roads will have no serious injury or fatality collisions.
MISSION
The Capital Region Intersection Safety Partnership (CRISP) is committed to enhancing
traffic safety in municipalities located within Alberta’s Capital Region, through
sustained, collaborative and integrated evidenced-based intersection safety initiatives.
VALUES









Openly sharing knowledge and experience with and among members,
stakeholders and targeted publics.
Integrating the four “Es” – engineering, education, enforcement, evaluation – to
create effective evidence-based solutions.
Collaborating as partners to leverage resources for more effective and targeted
intersection safety program delivery.
Fulfilling partnership responsibilities as agreed upon.
Respecting members’ expertise, authority, responsibilities and limitations.
Being open and accountable to members and funding agencies.
Supporting solutions that benefit the greater community.
Researching effective approaches to intersection safety.
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CRISP’S ACCOMPLISHMENTS
CRISP has demonstrated value and achieved a significant amount over the last 5 years.
These achievements are connected to each strategic goal of the 2011-2016 plan and can
be summarized as follows.
Regional Approach
This has been achieved with a focus on initiatives that cover the whole capital region.
Extension of Membership
CRISP’s now comprises a broad cross-section of members that has enabled greater
collaboration across the region.
Awareness
CRISP has raised awareness of road safety across the region and has developed an
inclusive environment within which members can share knowledge and information.
The awareness has also been raised through the continuation of supporting the
International Urban Traffic Safety Conference.
Research
This is an area that has been a significant achievement for CRISP and is a resounding
value add component for membership. Evidenced-based research projects included
Safety Systems, Cost of Collision, Project Mercury and Stop Sign research.
In addition to this, the strategic plan for 2011-2016 included five strategic goals:







Goal area 1: Regional practices for intersection safety are standardized by 2016
Goal area 2: Intersection safety initiatives within the capital region have been
designed and implemented with input from all stakeholders by 2016
Goal area 3: CRISP is recognized by the traffic safety stakeholders across Canada
as a credible resource for intersection safety by 2016
Goal area 4: Traffic safety stakeholders are more aware of intersection safety
and are more informed regarding research and best practices in 2016 than they
were in 2011
Goal area 5: New evidence regarding intersection safety has been created by
2016

Under each of these goals a number of initiatives have been progressed and recognized
as areas that need to be continued either as strategic actions that could be merged into
new initiatives in the next 5 years, or as operational items that would help improve the
CRISP partnership.

THE MOST CRITICAL ISSUES FACING CRISP
Going into the planning session, CRISP members identified the major issues facing CRISP
from a political, economic, social and technological perspective – these could be
summarized as follows:
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PEST ANALYSIS
Political

Need for consistent message being portrayed by CRISP that aligns to member
organization positions.

Interventions must be supported by research data and findings and presented
to government to elicit support that can have impact.

Need to lobby Government of Alberta to influence change.

Legalization of marijuana and distracted driving will present further challenges.

Automated Enforcement will continue to be a controversial agenda.
Economic

Value of CRISP membership needs to be highlighted to manage impact of
economic climate.

Cost of road safety Interventions needs to be highlighted.

Access to grants could be challenging and conference could be impacted due to
rising costs.

Changes in land use verses urban sprawl.
Social




Distracted driving.
Public perception of “It’s OK to text/smoke/do drugs” while driving.
Lobbying and increase use of social media.

Technological

Legislation and new enforcement technology.

Auto drive vehicles and smart technology.

Setting priorities backed up with evidenced-based date and research.
EMERGING CRITICAL ISSUES
CRISP members also identified other emerging critical issues, summarized as follows:
CRISP Role as an Expert Think Tank

2011 shift for CRISP away from public engagement campaigns to safety traffic
research/think tank to provide discussions and research, influence policy etc.

Additional focus on being a unique expert think tank to resolve collisions to
build even more credibility.

More research into the root cause of injuries and impact of technology into road
safety to curb behaviour. Education package for membership to facilitate
dissemination of information.
Strategic

Intersections continue to be the main focus for CRISP but emerging trends that
are more savory to public (e.g. distracted driving, marijuana etc.) can take away
message from the intersection safety message.

Concept of CRISP continues to be buried under public interest issues.
February 10, 2017
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Vision Zero Edmonton – 2015 to 2020, mandate to says zero fatalities from
traffic incidents (OTS – proponent), need to include youth and children in
campaign.
For CRISP to be viable it needs to meet each partner’s needs to maintain value
and equality of the partnership
Balance urban and rural.

Making use of Unique Position to Access and Analyse Data

Data needs to be consistent and shared between users in a way that provides a
single source of truth; an agreed set of KPIs should be developed.
Ensuring Guidelines and Policy are Adhered to Consistently

The way automated enforcement is utilized in municipalities – there is
confusion/lack of knowledge regarding the guidelines set by Solicitor General.
When new technologies are implemented it is crucial to ensure that players
understand their respective responsibilities, and they are implemented correctly
– otherwise we risk losing them.
Other Key Issues

Distracted driving – message doesn’t seem to be getting across.

Legalization of marijuana – driving under the influence.

Volumes of traffic continuing to increase.

Impairment at a different level than alcohol (e.g. all substances and drugs)

Prevalence or impact of driving under the influence of drugs.

STRATEGIC PRIORITIES 2017-2021
At the strategic planning day on Tuesday, October 18th, 2016, the group determined
three strategic priority areas that will form the strategic plan that CRISP will adopt to
help move toward its vision and achieve its mission. The first two are an amalgamation
of CRISP’s 2011-2016 strategic goals one to four; strategic priority three is new. These
strategic priorities were developed for completion over a 5-year period.




Strategic Priority 1:
Support Safe Systems approach in the Capital Region by 2021
Strategic Priority 2:
CRISP is a leader in facilitating and supporting traffic safety research by 2021
Strategic Priority 3:
CRISP takes a leadership role in facilitating transfer of traffic safety knowledge
by 2021

FOCUS FOR THE NEXT 12 MONTHS
Once the strategic priorities for the next 5 years were agreed, specific initiatives under
each priority were created to focus on what can be achieved over the next 12 months.
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By concentrating on only the next 12 months it means that CRISP will increase the
chances of success and follow through on each initiative.
The group used the following criteria to prioritize their initiatives:








Does it align with provincial and federal plans?
Will it strengthen partnerships and build relationships?
Is it financially feasible?
Is it measurable?
Is it an effective use of resources?
Will it establish evidence-based research?
Will it make a significant difference to achieving the vision and strategic goals
over the next 5 years?

The strategic priorities and related initiatives are shown in Appendix One.
ACCOUNTABILITY AND EVALUATION
Overall accountability for execution of the strategic plan resides with the Chair of CRISP.
Each strategic priority should be allocated a champion who ‘owns’ the specific priority
and for each initiative there should be a named lead. It is important to note however
that the named lead for initiative is not the only person who will be doing the actual
work to complete the initiative. The lead is there to coordinate actions of others,
participate in the work and to motivate others to achieve results.
During the planning day, it was agreed that every two months, the CRISP partnership
meeting will include an agenda item on strategy so that the group can confirm and
establish progress. To help with this process, the partnership will use a Red, Amber,
Green tracking system to identify progress against each initiative with red denoting off
track and immediate corrective action required, amber denoting on track and continue
as planned, and green denoting the initiative is complete.
At the end of each twelve-month period within the 5-year plan, each strategic initiative
will be reviewed to ensure that it is identified as completed, or amended accordingly to
continue to year two, or removed from the strategic plan if it is no longer relevant.
An example is shown in Appendix Two.
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APPENDIX ONE – CRISP STRATEGIC PRIORITIES AND INITITIVES 2017-2021
Quarterly Progress
Reporting (R/A/G)

Strategic Priority 1:
Support Safe Systems Approach Within Capital Region
Initiative:

Initiative Description:

Desired Outcome:

Timing:

1.1 Promote
the Stop
Sign/ISD
research to all
enforcement
agencies

Use Edmonton OTS
research on the use
of ISD as a traffic
safety tool to help
communities set up
effective automated
enforcement
process. Use the
Strathcona research
for a media release,
along with targeted
letters to local
enforcement
agencies about the
benefits of manned
enforcement of stop
sign intersections.
Develop a report on
the implementation,
impacts and benefits
of protected left turn
light phasing.

Increased
Unman/Manned
enforcement
output for stop
sign/intersection
related violations.

December
2017

The global use of
protected left turn
phasing at all
intersections,
controlled by traffic
lights, in the Capital
Region.

July
2017

1.2 Protected
left turn
phasing report

February 10, 2017
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Lead
Role:
TBD

Budget:

Sudip

TBD

$10,000

Evaluation
Method
5% reduction of
fatal and
serious injuries
at intersections.

Development
and
dissemination
of a Capital
Region report.

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4
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Quarterly Progress
Reporting (R/A/G)

Strategic Priority 1:
Support Safe Systems Approach Within Capital Region
Initiative:

Initiative Description:

Desired Outcome:

Timing:

1.3 Educate the
public on the
risks of
intersections
with
vulnerable
road users –
using Safe
System
Approach

Vulnerable Road
User – Distribute the
CRISP brochure with
all automated
enforcement tickets
throughout the
community to
communicate with
offenders.

Decrease in the
number of
vulnerable road
users involved in
fatal or serious
injury collision.

April
2017

1.4 Increase
enforcement

Sponsor/advocate
‘Bigger Ticket Event’
on a Regional scale.

Multiple ‘Bigger
Ticket Event’ for all
partners, with one
report to partners.
Data management
to be dealt with by
CRISP.

March
2017

Possible research
project with Karim to
measure the number
of tickets and crash
data.
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Lead
Role:
Donna

Budget:

Rick

TBD

$5,000

Evaluation
Method
Measure the
number of
brochures
distributed.
Report on any
feedback.

Participation of
member
municipalities
at multiple
events and
publishing of
results by
municipalities
and on CRISP
website.

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4
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Quarterly Progress
Reporting (R/A/G)

Strategic Priority 2:
CRISP is a leader in facilitating and supporting traffic safety research
Initiative:

Initiative Description:

Desired Outcome:

Timing:

2.1 Continue
supporting
conferences
focused on
traffic safety

Continue supporting
the UTSC

Financial and
in-kind support

December
2017

2.2 Provide
funding and
lead in
research
development

i) CRISP will take lead
in funding or seek
out other funding
sources for priority
research projects.

i) Completion of
Cost of Collision
Update (Report).

ii) CRISP will support
the development of
research capacity.

2.3 Review
existing
research
potential

February 10, 2017

Identify local
knowledge gaps
through experience
in Capital Region.

ii) Identified/
obtained funding
for two research
projects
iii) Support
students in some
capacity.
Identified two
feasible research
topics.
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Lead
Role:
Chair

Budget:

December
2017

TBD

TBD

December
2017

TBD

TBD

$30,000

Evaluation
Method
Conference
attendance,
feedback,
networking
opportunities,
visits to CRISP
booth.
Research is
complete and
student support
program
developed.

Research is
complete and
disseminated.

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4
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Quarterly Progress
Reporting (R/A/G)

Strategic Priority 3:
CRISP takes a leadership role in facilitating transfer of traffic safety knowledge.
Initiative:

Initiative Description:

Desired Outcome:

Timing:

3.1 Updating
CRISP
presentation

i) Presenting to
partnering
municipalities.

All partnering
municipalities and
requesting others,
receive one
presentation by
end December
2017

December
2017

Identify list of
key/target
stakeholders
interested in
engagement with
CRISP.

December
2017

ii) Including
successes to date.

Lead
Role:
Chair

Budget:

TBD

TBD

$30,000

iii) Future direction
(describe Safe
System Approach
and Vision Zero).
3.2 Identify
target
audiences for
knowledge
transfer of
traffic safety

February 10, 2017

CRISP in-house
meeting.
Brainstorming –
identify ‘who’ and
‘how’ e.g. 25 Mayors
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Evaluation
Method
Number of
additional key
Stakeholder
engagements in
1 year (e.g.
insurance)
Qualitative and
quantitative
e.g. on-line
survey
following
presentations.
Number of
presentations
given.
Number of
requests for
information.
Number of hits
on website.
Increased
commentary,
intersection
experts and
profiling.

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4
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APPENDIX TWO – FORWARD LOOKING AGENDA
An example of a strategic thinking, and forward looking agenda that can be used to help focus CRISP on achieving its goals and
making each monthly meeting more productive:
Example Forward Looking CRISP Partnership Agenda
Key Focus Area
Governance
Review of last meeting
Progress reports
Budget updates
Auditor review
Any legal, regulatory, compliance and risk issues, review
membership

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

5

1,2,3,4,

Nov

Dec

Decisions
Review of outstanding decisions
Make decisions and confirm deliverables
Shaping
Strategic focus*
Review strategic plan actions

5

Opportunity focus
Identification of new networking opportunities
Development of new research
* 1 Set 5 year strategy
2. Set strategic goals
3. Identify what needs to be done in the next 12 months
4. Approve plan
5. Review progress on a 90 day basis
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